The site provides useful information for beginners – for example, key terminology and summaries of background information, scientific data and findings, and importance – but also gives more advanced users easy access to more rigorous materials. These more advanced materials include animations of data records, full scientific references, and raw data. The site does not provide prepackaged lesson plans, so an educator will need to do preparatory work to explore the site, choose relevant information, develop assignments and assessments, etc. However, there is a good deal of useful information located here.

Although this site provides background and summary information that is quite accessible to students, there are links to full scientific references as well as actual data. In addition, the resource appears in the DLESE reviewed collection and is sponsored by a trusted scientific organization: NOAA. These characteristics lead one to conclude that this is an accurate site.

There is good information contained in this site. There are supports for beginning students (introductions to scientific terms and methodologies, summaries of important findings) but the site also provides links to more advanced information such as data and expanded scientific references.
COMMENTS – The initial summaries are heavy on decorative pictures which can distract the learner. There is also a problem in that many of the graphics (especially in the data section) are unreadable unless they are opened in a link that removes the supporting text (making it difficult for a learner to interpret and integrate the visual and verbal information). However, some of the multimedia has useful features – for example, the playback speed of an animated visualization of temperature records could be selected by the learner.
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COMMENTS – Pretty basic, but the layout and organization are pleasant and useful.

TEACHING TIPS: ANNOTATION DESCRIBING HOW SITE COULD BE USED OR ADAPTED FOR CLASSROOM
Educators could use the site for beginning learners to get a basic introduction to global warming and climate change. But advanced lessons could be developed to explore data and/or current scientific knowledge.

RECOMMENDATION: ANNOTATION DESCRIBING HOW THE DEVELOPER COULD IMPROVE THE SITE.
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